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Abstract

The Merchant of Venice  by Shakespeare seems to be a
psychological dialogue between the believer and the non-believer.
Each  confrontation  is  but  an  outcome  of  inner  conflict  which
manifests itself in an external clash of values between individuals
or  nations.  Shakespeare  dramatizes  this  religious,  cultural  and
social clash of values in the character portrayal of Antonio, who
stands for  Christian faith,  and Shylock,  who represents Jewish
creed. The story involves a life-death struggle between the two in
the  Hegelian  sense.  The  question  that  perplexes  the  reader’s
mind is who is believer and who is the non-believer in the play?
Both of them are believers in their own estimation of themselves
and adhere to their religious beliefs. Each of them sees the other
as a non believer; hence negating each other’s identities. The two
I’s  come  in  clash  which  triggers  a  movement  towards  self
assertion.  This  paper  explores  the  tussle  between  ‘I’ and  the
‘Other’2 in order to find out who is unconscious of himself  and
who lacks self knowledge?  

Keywords: Christain; Jew; Marginalization; Antonio; Shylock; Identity;
I-ness; Otherness             

Introduction

The  Merchant  of  Venice is  Shakespeare’s  laudable  and
tantalizing play which deals  with the  theme of  racial  sexism.  Before
exploring the text for any interpretation other than already given by so
many critics, it is indispensable to have a brief look at the cultural and
social context which influenced Shakespeare to tackle such a sensitive
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issue with artistic objectivity. According to Halio, Shakespeare was not
the  first  one  to  deal  with  it  because  Christopher  Marlowe  already
composed  The Jew of Malta which may have inspired Shakespeare to
take up the issue of social, cultural and religious significance (49).

By the end of the 13th century, racial sexism became a burning
issue as Edward I expelled all the Jews from England. Jews, after the fall
of  Jerusalem,  lived  in  segregated  communities  and  concealed  their
identities. This marginalization drifted them apart from Christians and
deepened their resentment for Christians. Jews were considered aliens
and their  possessions were usurped;  they were striped to  their  barest
essentials. They had only limited resources to earn their livelihood and
the only means of survival was to lend money at interest. The attitude of
Christians towards Jews was derogatory and one of humiliation (Halio
47-48).  Beauchamp  argues  that  “this  Shylock-as-victim  tendenz[sic]
prevailed through the twentieth century, but with ever increasing import
as historical events threw an Elizabethan play into sharper relief”(55+).
R.W.Desai  “explores  the  complex  nature  of  other  forms  of  racial
categories in the play and the ‘other Others’ in Belmont.”(Voss 305).
Shakespeare weaves legal and religious thought into this play and “puts
versions  of  both  Jewish  and  Christian  ideas  into  explicit  dialogue”
(Schwartz 225).

 A Tussle between I and the Other

Shakespeare’s play is an enactment of the eternal conflict that
exists  between  the  believer  and  the  non-believer  as  symbolized  by
Antonio  and  Shylock.  The  play  is  an  artistic  representation  of  deep
rooted  hatred  and  resentment  of  Christians  for  Jews.  It  is  a  conflict
between ‘I’ and ‘Not I’3, or, in other words between ‘I’ and the ‘other’ in
the  Hegelian  sense,  as  symbolized  by  Antonio,  the  Christian  and
Shylock, the Jew. Each of them refuses to accommodate the ‘otherness’
of the ‘other’ by too much insistence on his own I-ness in their blind
adherence to their religious creed. When one refuses to give space to the
‘other’,  the  other  also  becomes  retaliatory.  When his  I-ness  is  being
threatened,  he  has  two  options:  to  come  to  terms  either  with  the
‘otherness’ of the ‘other’ by accommodating him in his psychic structure
or  eliminate  him  altogether.  Commenting  on  the  callousness  of  the
Christian community as projected by Shakespeare, Maurice Hunt states:

Shakespeare’s  Venice  encapsulates  certain  dynamic
relationships  between  a  persecutory  Christian  culture  and  a
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potentionally  savage  alien—a Turk,  a  Moor,  or  a  Jew—who
exists both without and within the city. For this playwright, the
name “Venice” denotes the place where these dynamics can be
described and explored….Unfortunately, individual  Venetian’s
stereotype and persecute the necessary “foreign alien”. They do
so  because  a  counterpart  to  the  ‘foreign’  alien  has  surfaced
figuratively within their  hearts  and  minds,  where  it  has  slept
dormant. This alien within, once precipitated, seeks relief by the
exercise of destructive power.” (Hunt 162)

The Merchant of Venice is not only a manifestation of cultural,
religious and social bias against infidels, but it involves a vital question
of loss of identity and self. In order to establish our identity, we pay a
heavy price. In this play, Shylock’s identity as a Jew is being threatened
which compels him to establish his autonomy by self assertion. Antonio
borrows money from Shylock to help out his friend, Bassanio, who is a
suitor to Portia (a rich heiress). Shylock, initially, seems to be trying to
establish friendly relationship with Antonio, but Antonio is portrayed as
absolutely unconscious  of  the  fact  that  the  privileges  he enjoys as  a
human being cannot be denied to Shylock for a simple reason that he is a
Jew. Antonio’s lack of self knowledge leads him to make fatal mistake
of mistreating Shylock. 

          And such a want-wit sadness makes of me

          That I have much ado to know myself. (Act 1.1.7)4

From the outset we are informed that he needs to explore himself. He
proves  himself  to  be  utterly  unconscious  which  is  confirmed by  the
subsequent events of the play. Antonio’s cruelty leads some critics to
think  of  Shylock as  a  tragic  hero  though others  regard  him a  comic
villain.  Before deciding whether Shylock is  a  tragic  hero or  a comic
villain,  we  need  to  explore  Antonio’s  character.  Unconscious  of  his
biased attitude, his treatment of Shylock is unjustified.  Antonio denies
Shylock his fundamental right of being considered a human being before
classifying him as an ‘alien’ or the ‘other’. As Sander Gilman writes in
Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, race and Madness
that

The  identity  of  the  other,  whether  social  outcast,  marginal
member of   society or sexual degenerate, is carried in his or her
appearance. The other looks different (qtd in Dean 60).    
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The tradition of portraying Jews with red beards and red hair
further strengthens reader’s belief that Jews were doubly marginalized
as they were called ‘foreign aliens’. The two words were put together to
convey  Christian’s  sense  of  resentment  and  repulsion.  Shylock  is
considered an outcast  whom Antonio likes to  degrade even from the
level of humanity. He uses extremely uncouth language and derogatory
terms for him which reflect Antonio’s rigidity; it is Antonio who evokes
an extreme hatred in Shylock for Christians, in general, and for himself
in particular. If I am denied the fundamental right of being known by my
name, I would definitely wage war against society in order to establish
my individuality as a human being. Calling Shylock ‘misbeliever, cut-
throat dog,” (Act 1.3.106) is enough to make him believe what Antonio
thinks of him. Though Shylock takes this insult with ‘a patient shrug’
(Act1.3.104),  yet  it  triggers  a  moment  which  leads  to  his  ultimate
revenge. 

If somebody is not even called by his name, what would be his
reaction to that? This pain can be felt well if we recall an Indian movie
‘Veer Zara’ in which Shah Rukh plays the role of Veer Partab Singh. He
is Hindu who is in love with a Muslim girl,  Zara. Veer Partab Singh
serves in Indian air force. In his blind devotion to Zara, he follows her to
Pakistan. He transgresses the boundary line between Pakistan and India
unlawfully for which he is held prisoner in Pakistan. He is put to trial in
which his persecutor has to plead his case for his lost identity as Veer
Partab Singh. His plea is for establishing his identity in a state where he
is considered an alien and be recognized as human. The only identity he
has  is  ‘Qaedi  No  786’;  he  is  never  called  by  his  name  as  if  he  is
nameless.  The  trial  scene  revolves  around  the  issue  of  naming  the
nameless. It  is only when he wins in a court of law that his name is
called out for the first time. His identity as a Hindu is negated altogether
and he pays a heavy price to regain what he has lost by stepping into a
foreign  territory.  He  is  a  foreign alien  and is  marginalized  by social
others. 

Shakespeare gives psychological reasons for vindictive nature of
stigmatized  or  appropriated  individuals.  This  theme  is  rampant  as
Shylock is stigmatized and appropriated in the same way as Richard III.
Richard  III  is  born  with  the  stigma  of  illegitimacy.  His  physical
deformity further intensifies the sense of being an individual who has
disrupted social and cultural laws.  He is not only physically different
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from others but also in his lowly birth. He is doubly marginalized and
others  are  bent  upon  making  him  aware  of  his  inadequacies  and
abnormalities.  Anyone who, in any sense, is marginalized ends up being
revengeful and bitter. We are so lost in our own selves that we hardly
care for others’ identities or feelings. 

Similarly, being born with Jewish identity is not Shylock’s fault.
Shylock learns  it  from the  society  that  he  will  never  have  the  same
privilege  as  Antonio has.  Once convinced of  his  loss  of  identity,  he
utilizes all his resources into taking his revenge. Antonio gives Shylock
the reason to hate him; he becomes resistant to victimization. If he were
not considered the ‘other’ by Antonio, Shylock would never have gone
to the extent of asking for a pound of flesh in return for the loan he lends
to  Antonio  if  he  forfeits  the  bond.  Shylock  has  been  so  frequently
associated with animals that he stops behaving like human. According to
Olson,  there  was  the  tradition  of  considering  Jews  no  more  than
ravenous  animals  in  the  Elizabethan  age  (301+).  Shylock’s  religious
otherness  makes  him a social  outcast.  The epithets  used for  him are
gentle  Jew,  harsh  Jew,  wolfish,  bloody,  starved  and ravenous.  Anne,
Queen Margaret and others express similar sentiments for Richard III,
and  use  the  same  uncivilized  language  to  signify  his  cannibalism.
Marginalized human being always resorts to such brutality in retaliation,
and makes his villainy a shield against the villainy of the ‘other’ and
‘social  Others’5 because  that  is  his  survival  strategy  or  defense
mechanism. 

In the Elizabethan age, there were two schools of thoughts. Both
of  them  were  the  followers  of  Luther,  the  Protestant.  Some  of  the
believers were orthodox and did not approve of lending or borrowing
money at interest considering it to be a sin even if money was spent to
help the poor people or to facilitate the rich ones for trading whereas
others  believed  in  lending  money  without  interest  and  considered  it
permissible if it was used for productive and charitable purposes (Halio
116-118). The important question to be determined was to analyze the
circumstances under which money was borrowed and where it would be
utilized? Antonio seems to be the follower of first  school  of thought
which is conservative and does not allow lending or borrowing money at
interest,  no  matter  how genuine  the  purpose  is,  which  is  why  he  is
compelled to enter into such an undesirable bond, the forfeiture of which
might cost him his life. His desire is to be of some help to his friend
(Bassanio). When Bassanio goes to Shylock to ask his help and speaks
on Antonio’s behalf,  Shylock lends him three thousand ducats on the
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condition that  it  is  to  be returned within the  stipulated time of  three
months. Shylock appreciates Antonio in these words ‘Antonio is a good
man’.(Act1.3.12), the implication of which is that he wants to establish
friendly relationship with him by  overcoming the differences that exist
between them.

               “Fair sir, you spit on me on Wednesday last,
                You spurn’d me such a day; another time
                You call’d me dog; and for these courtesies
                 I’ll lend you thus much moneys’?

(Act 1.3.120-124)

In response to which Antonio insults him further that he could
repeat it all over again and he does not wish to be considered as a friend.
He would prefer to be taken as an enemy who could be penalized if he
fails to abide by the terms enacted in the bond. 

Shylock tries hard to be friends with Antonio; he tries to get the
better of his hatred and urges him to forget the grudges they bore to each
other  but  Antonio  refuses.  When he  is  told  that  Antonio’s  ships  are
wrecked on the sea and how would he treat Antonio if he is unable to
pay the debt he owes him; he, at once, bursts out that he is determined to
avenge the wrongs done to him as a Jew. He evokes readers’ sympathy
because his words move them when they ponder over his situation as the
‘other’ and ‘alien’.

                  Hath not a Jew eyes?Hath not a Jew hands, 
                   organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions,
                    fed with the same food, hurt with the same
                   weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the
                   same means, warmed and cooled by the same winter
                   and summer, as a Christian is?If you prick us, do we
                   not bleed?If you tickle us, do we not laugh? If you 
                   poison us, do we not die?And if you wrong us, shall
                   we not revenge? If we are like you in the rest, we will
                   resemble you in that. If a Jew wrong a Christian, what
                   is his humility? Revenge. If a Christian wrong a Jew,
                   what should his sufferance be by Christian example?
                   Why, revenge… (Act 3.1.50-62)
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Jews do have eyes, hands, feelings, sentiments: physical injury
hurts them as much as it hurts Christians. A Jew has ‘I’ the negation of
which gives Shylock the reason to negate the existence of Antonio and
eliminate  him  altogether.  Master-  Slave6 equation  involves  life-death
struggle, in the Hegelian sense. Winnicot, in his paper “The Use of an
object and Relating through Identifications,” agrees with Hegel that ‘the
autonomy of the self is secured only through symbolic destruction of the
other’(Modell 103).

Antonio  and  Shylock  couldn’t  acknowledge  otherness  of  the
‘other’ as a consequence of which either literal death or psychic death is
bound to occur. Each of them exacts the penalty for the ‘other’ .One of
them has  to  give  up  his  life  or  identity  which,  in  this  case,  falls  to
Shylock’s  lot  to  surrender  his  identity  as  Jew.  Forcing  him  into
conversion is a violence done against him as an individual. Both insist
on their I-ness:  for Shylock, Antonio is a non-believer and for Antonio;
Shylock is an infidel. Who will decide which one of them is infidel?
Both have their  religious beliefs to  part  with which amounts  to  their
metaphorical death. 

Shylock  emerges  as  a  tragic  figure  because  it  is  he  who  is
compelled  to  give  up  his  religious  belief  rather  than  Antonio.  As  it
involves life-death struggle, the metaphorical or literal destruction of the
‘alien’ or the ‘other’ is inevitable. Being an alien, it is Shylock who has
disrupted the harmony so he has to restore it. If he is adamant in his
attitude  towards  Antonio,  it  is  because  all  the  characters  in  the  play
Gratiano,  Salerio,  Bassanio  and even Duke,  whose  help is  sought  to
resolve  the  issue  with  Venetian  justice,  are  biased  against  Shylock.
While addressing Antonio, Duke sums up Shylock’s character in these
words:

                     I am sorry for thee; thou art come to answer
                      A stony adversary, an inhuman wretch,
                      Uncapable of pity, void and empty
                      From any dram of mercy.
                                                                 (Act 4.1.3-6)

All the characters in the play are bent upon degrading Shylock
by considering him the  ‘other’  and  by  proving themselves  to  be  the
‘other Others’ for him as well. These ‘other Others’ constitute Venetian
society  in  general  and  they  reflect  a  sum  total  of  cultural  biased
attitudes. Venice was known for its wealth, wisdom and above all justice
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that  is  why there existed a myth of “Venice the Rich” for its  riches,
“Venice the Wise” for its wisdom, “Venice the Just” for its impartial
justice, and “Venice the Gallant” for its liberalism (Halio 23), but in The
Merchant of Venice, reality seems to be contrary to the myth of “Venice
the Just”. 

Its justice was conservative and often severe, but also impartial,
since nobles,  citizens  and aliens,  were all  equally protected under  its
laws, a point stressed in The Merchant of Venice.  (Halio 24)

In The Merchant of Venice, the quality of justice is questionable
as how can mercy be expected of a man who is an alien,  a Jew, an
infidel, currish, wolfish and ravenous? How can justice be expected of
someone to whom justice is being denied? The way all the characters
plead to Shylock further intensifies his deep rooted enmity. He makes a
case by reminding them that if they are asked not to mistreat slaves or
their dependents, and not to misuse their services and be considerate to
them,  they would  simply  refuse because  they  have  bought  them and
have every right over them. Similarly, he has sort of bought Antonio so
he will treat him at his sweet will. By mistreating him, he will be doing
nothing new or unknown to them. He has learnt it from them and will
execute it now. 

In Act V of the play, the moon imagery predominates to signify
the unconscious since moon is associated with night and darkness. The
issue of identity between I and the other can be resolved through an
intervention  of  wisdom  (Portia)  by  understanding  the  nature  of
differences. Portia intervenes to settle what seems to be the root cause of
trouble-  a  clash  between  an  ardent  believer  (Antonio)  and  infidel
(Shylock).  Shylock shows wisdom in  his  attitude as  he  recognizes  a
source  of  his  salvation.  According  to  Launcelot,  the  only  hope  of
salvation  for  Jews  lies  in  being  converted  to  Christianity  otherwise
Jessica, Shylock’s daughter, is also damned because she is a Jew.  The
play proves the reality to be contrary to the myth of “Venice the Just”,
when it comes to the degree of justice offered to Jews. Antonio deprives
Shylock of his identity by forcing him into becoming a Christian which
shows the stagnancy of his mental growth.  Shylock is  far  better  than
Antonio who gets the better of his resentment be it out of compulsion or
expediency. 
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Conclusion

A thorough analysis of the play glorifies Shylock’s character as
he shows some flexibility  and humanity in  acknowledging Antonio’s
otherness  and  eventually  merges  his  ‘I’  with  the  ‘I’  of  the
‘other’(Antonio)  in  his  effort  to  become  ‘we’.  His  character  is
commendable  because  when  he  is  asked  by  Portia  (a  rich  heiress
betrothed to Bassanio), who presently is in the guise of doctor of law to
minister  justice  on  the  behalf  of  Bellario  ‘Art  thou contended,  Jew?
What dost thou say?’(Act 4.1. 88), he replies composedly ‘I am content’
(89).  Shylock  is  better  than  Antonio  as  he  integrates  even  the
undesirable element in his psyche. Shylock emerges as a Christian by
overcoming the racial sexism and by getting the better of his I-ness. He
transforms  and  saves  himself  from  being  utterly  obliterated  by
understanding the nature of conflict.  He is sane enough to assess the
means of his survival. He lets the reality negotiate to resolve the eternal
conflict between I and the ‘other’. Antonio doesn’t show any growth and
remains unconscious of himself the way he was in the beginning of the
play- an orthodox Christian.

End Notes                                                 
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1 I’ and ‘Not I’ are the terms used by Carl Jung to signify  conscious and the unconscious forces in our psyche in Nietzsche and Jung:The Whole Self
in the Union of Opposites by Lucy Huskinson. Other psychologists use alternative terms to signify the same.e.g Jacques Lacan, a French psychologist,
uses ‘other’ for the one who is marginalized in any context; be it psychic agency or an individual in a community. Similarly Hegel, the German
philosopher, calls ‘Not I’ the ‘other’ to signify the existence of discordant element in us: be it within or without; subjective or objective representation
of our own unconscious in his master-slave equation which involves a vital question of life and death; be it literal or metaphorical.

2 Other’ (dignified with a capital) represents the Father, the Law, castration n and language or, in other words, it represents the domain of social 
dialect. Literature  and Psychoanalysis : Intertextual Readings.  Consult p. 7 (Listed)

3  ‘I’ and ‘Not I’ are the terms used by Carl Jung to signify conscious and the unconscious forces in our psyche in Nietzsche and Jung:The Whole Self 
in the Union of Opposites by Lucy Huskinson. (Listed) 

4 William Shakespeare.  “The Merchant of Venice”.William Shakespeare: The Complete Works. Ed.Peter Alexander.(London: Collins Clear-Type 
Press, 1951),p.223-253. All  subsequent references are to the text of the same edition unless stated otherwise and are incorporated into the text of the 
paper by Act, Scene and line numbers in parenthesis. 

5 ‘Other’ with capital ‘O’ signifies patriarchal authority in Freudian interpretation which is society in general and the taboos it imposes upon an 
individual. Lacan, Sartre and Levinas refer to the absolute externality of the ‘other’ as the Other.

6 Hegel, a German philosopher, in his book The Phenomenology of Spirit, elaborates on the master-slave parable in which master and slave try to 
either acknowledge each other’s otherness or else seek elimination of the ‘other’ physically or metaphorically. Both of them have master and slave 
inherent in their psychic constitution. Becoming unconscious of the ‘other’ that exists inside or outside us leads to destruction and chaos. Recognition 
of each other’s identity(otherness) establishes healthy relationship in a community.
 Hegel, in The Phenomenology of Mind maintains that self can be asserted only when acknowledged by the other. ‘I’ and the ‘other’ require mutual
recognition of each other otherwise they suffer by courting death. See Modell p-98-99; Hegel 113-115
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